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Noble-metal covered W�111� single-atom pyramidal tips �SATs� are artificially created, highly stable atom
perfect nanostructures with broad scientific and technological interests. Using first-principles calculations, the
binding energy of the topmost atom is found to be nearly identical to the cohesive energy of the metal despite
its greatly reduced coordination. This explains the extraordinary high stability of the SATs. In addition, the tip
states below Ef that localize not only in the real space but also in the energy domain is a genetic property of
the reduced dimension of the apex of the pyramidal tip structure. The calculated spectral features may also
provide a foundation for future scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements as well as an elemental analysis
of surface atoms using SATs in scanning tunneling spectroscopy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A single-atom tip �SAT� is of broad interest both in sci-
ence and in technology applications. It can be an ideal source
of highly phase-coherent particle beams �field electron or gas
field ion beams� because of the extremely small atomic size
emitting area. The particle beams field emitted from a SAT
can be more focused to a very small spot, thus to achieve a
very high beam intensity. A SAT can also be used in scanning
probe microscopy to achieve atomic resolution1 which has
uncovered many important physics on surfaces of materials.
SATs can be prepared in many different ways. Most of them
are however hard to reproduce and the tip structures obtained
are not thermodynamically stable either. Their usable life-
times tend to be short that greatly hinder their practical ap-
plications. The recent discovery of noble-metal covered
W�111� SATs and subsequent improvement of their prepara-
tion methods2 may lead to practical applications of SATs.
This type of SATs is confirmed from field ion microscope
atom-by-atom analysis to be an atom perfect nanopyramid
grown on top of a larger hemispherical base tip. The struc-
ture is thermally stable up to a temperature as high as
�1000 K, thus can be produced by thermal annealing. Even
if SATs are damaged or contaminated, they can be regener-
ated through a simple annealing. Most importantly, the
atomic stacking remains the same for each time which is also
completely ordered when compared with the random struc-
ture of the traditional SATs.

The discovery of noble-metal covered W�111� SATs and
subsequent improvement of their preparation methods2 may
lead to many novel applications of SATs. Recent experimen-
tal studies indicate that the electron beams field emitted from
these pyramidal SATs can achieve brightness one to four
orders of magnitude better than the state-of-the-art electron
sources used in current electron microscopes.3 Full spatial
wave coherence �transverse coherence width larger than the
beam diameter� of electron beam emitted from an Ir-covered
W�111� SAT has also been demonstrated.4 The full wave
coherence and extremely high brightness of the point elec-
tron source may open up many new possibilities for electron-
beam based techniques such as electron microscopy and

spectroscopy. Also, it has been demonstrated that these SATs
can achieved very stable emission of several types of gas ion
beams with brightness orders of magnitude higher than that
of liquid metal-ion sources used in current focused ion-beam
systems.5 Many novel applications such as ion-beam inter-
ferometry and nanodevices with new functions may become
possible. Especially the ion interferometry may open a gate-
way to study fundamental physical principles related to
gauge invariance and provide new tests of relativity and
gravitation.6

The reproducible and well-defined atomic structures of
noble-metal covered W�111� SATs will benefit scanning tun-
neling spectroscopy �STS�. In STS measurements, the tip
electronic structure is often assumed to be featureless, i.e.,
the electronic density of states �DOS� does not vary with the
energy. Real metal tips that end with only one atom, which is
necessary to achieve atomic resolution in scanning tunnel
microscope �STM�, often possess some features in the elec-
tronic density of states. To extract the electronic structure of
the sample surface from the STS measurements, it is essen-
tial to have detailed information of the tip electronic struc-
ture. However, typical STM tips are produced with a random
structure and thus the tip electronic structure is largely un-
known. The main purposes of this work are to obtain the
electronic structures of the atom perfect noble-metal covered
W�111� SATs through ab initio calculations and to under-
stand the stability of these tips. With the density of states of
the probing tip clarified, STS measurements may one day
lead to a successful elemental analysis of the sample surface
also.

Theoretical calculations of SATs were carried out previ-
ously by Lang et al.7 as well as by Gohda et al.8 To simplify
the calculations, they combined jellium model with first-
principles method. Because of the random structures of the
traditional SATs, these calculations are based on fictitious tip
structures. Unfortunately their atomic stacking cannot be
found in any realistic tip. In this work, full ab initio calcula-
tions for realistic noble-metal covered W�111� SATs are car-
ried out. The atomic stacking of the SATs for the topmost
layers has been determined experimentally, as shown in Fig.
1. The first layer is a noble-metal tip atom, the second layer
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consists of three noble-metal atoms, the third layer consists
of ten atoms with a center tungsten atom surrounded by nine
noble-metal atoms, and the fourth layer consists of 21 atoms
with center 6 tungsten atoms surrounded by 15 noble-metal
atoms. The stacking of the pyramid follows the ABCABC
stacking of the W�111� slab, except for the mis-stacking of
the topmost atom which is located at the same site as the
third layer of the pyramid. This mis-stacking results in a
direct overlap between the tip atom and the center tungsten
atom of the third layer �Figs. 1�c� and 1�e��. This atomic
stacking is consistent with the field ion microscope study of
a Pd-covered W�111� SAT by Fu et al.2 They found that the
center atom in the third layer required a higher electric field
to be evaporated than the surrounding atoms in the same
layer, suggesting that the center might be a W atom and the
others might be Pd atoms.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The self-consistent electronic structure calculations are
performed using accurate full-potential augmented wave
method9 as implemented in the VASP package10 within the
generalized gradient approximation.11 The noble-metal cov-
ered W�111� SATs are simulated using a 6�6 pyramid struc-
ture �35 atoms� �Fig. 1� covered with a monolayer of noble-
metal atoms over seven layers of W�111� slab �252 atoms�

with a separating vacuum thickness of �10 Å in the super-
cell approach. The geometries of the whole nanostructures
�287 atoms� are optimized separately for different cover lay-
ers �Pd, Pt, Rh, and Ir� over a 4�4�1 Monkhorst-Pack
k-point mesh in the two-dimensional irreducible Brillouin
zone using 109 587 plane waves with the cutoff energy of
250 eV.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimentally, it has been found that the pyramidal SATs
are very stable against annealing, electron field emission, and
field evaporation.2–5 Previous ab initio calculations by Chen
et al.12 and Che et al.13 have indicated that the experimen-
tally observed formation of the self-assembled pyramid
structure14,15 is driven by the surface-energy anisotropy-
induced �211�-facet formation as the metal films are ad-
sorbed on the W�111� surface. Here we would like to focus
on the relative stability or the binding energy of the topmost
atom, which is defined as the energy required to remove the
topmost atom to the infinity. Table I lists the calculated bind-
ing energies for different noble-metal covered W�111� pyra-
mids and the corresponding threshold electric fields for ion-
izing the topmost atom of the pyramidal SATs measured with
field ion microscopy �FIM�. The calculated binding energy of
3.49 eV for the Pd-covered tip is the lowest, while the Pt-,
Rh-, and Ir-covered tips show larger bindings of 5.62 eV,
5.04 eV, and 5.87 eV, respectively. The obtained binding en-
ergies have the same trend as that in the evaporation fields
measured in FIM experiments where the threshold electric
fields are smallest for Pd �40 V/nm� and larger for Pt�47–49
V/nm�, Rh �48 V/nm�, and Ir�52–54 V/nm� cases. The rela-
tively low binding energy of the Pd covered tip could be
related to the low cohesive energy �CE� of bulk Pd.

The calculated and experimental16 cohesive energies of
related bulk systems are also tabulated for comparison,
which indicates that our calculated values are in good agree-
ment with experimental data. Surprisingly, there exists a
trend that despite the strongly reduced coordinations of 4 for
the tip atom in the pyramidal systems, the calculated binding
energies for the topmost noble-metal atoms are quite close to
the corresponding fcc bulk cohesive energies with 12 coor-
dinations. For Pd and Pt of the same family, the deviations
are unexpectedly small of �5% and �2%, respectively,
while for Rh and Ir of another family, they differ only by
�15% and �20%, respectively. Such high binding energies
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FIG. 1. �Color� Lattice structure of noble-metal covered W�111�
single-atom tip. �a� Top and �b� side views of the 6�6 three-sided
pyramid structure. Red, yellow, green, and light blue spheres denote
the first, second, third, and fourth layer atoms of the pyramid. Blue
spheres are the tungsten atoms. ��c�–�f�� Atomic model of the top-
most four layers of the pyramid. Blue and red balls denote the noble
metal and tungsten atoms, respectively.

TABLE I. Calculated binding energy of the tip atom in the 6�6 W�111� pyramid structures with different
cover layers and the electric field strengths in FIM for ionizing the tip atom. The calculated and experimental
�Ref. 16� CE are also listed for comparison.

Pd Pt Rh Ir W

SAT �4�4� 3.64 5.52 5.14 5.96

SAT �6�6� 3.49 5.62 5.04 5.87

FIM �V/nm� 40 47–49 48 52–54

CE �Calc., eV� 3.69 5.50 5.90 7.33 8.46

CE �Expt. eV� 3.89 5.84 5.75 6.94 8.90
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are presumably due to the direct contact between the tip
atom and the third layer W atom with a very high cohesive
energy, as well as the charge transfer from W to the tip atom
as discussed below. The obtained high binding energies,
which indicate the high stability of the topmost atoms on the
pyramids, can also give a good explanation for the experi-
mental findings as mentioned above.

Figures 2�a�–2�c� show the projected density of states
�DOS� of bulk Pd, Pd monolayer on W�111� slab, and tip Pd
atom of SAT, respectively. For bulk Pd �Fig. 2�a��, the more
or less squarelike Pd 4d band spans from �0.5 eV above the
Fermi level �Ef� to �5.0 eV below Ef. Because of the high
�12� fcc coordinations with Pd-Pd bond length of 2.75 Å,
the bandwidth is as large as �5.5 eV and the intensity is
rather uniform throughout the whole Pd 4d band, well indi-
cating the itinerant character of bulk Pd. Although the bond
length 2.74 Å of bcc W is close to that of fcc Pd, the W�111�
surface is rather open with broken surface bonds, and the
shortest Pd-Pd distance in the Pd monolayer over W�111�
surface is as large as �4.47 Å. For each overlayer Pd atom,
there are only four W nearest-neighbor atoms in the sublay-
ers with bond length similar to W-W bond length. As shown
in Fig. 2�b�, due to the strongly reduced coordinations and
overlaps among wave functions in the surface system, the
bandwidth of Pd is drastically reduced to less than 1.5 eV
with the peak energy of �−3.1 eV lower than the bulk band
center at �−2.5 eV �Fig. 2�a��. We note that the relatively
lower band center in the Pd monolayer system is due to the
contact with the W substrate. This is the reason why in the

calculations, there is nontrivial charge transfer from W to Pd
once they coexist in one system. Donated by the four con-
tacting W atoms in this monolayer system, the valence
charge of 8.91e /Pd �indicated in the figure� integrated over
the atomic sphere of radius 1.45 Å is relatively high in com-
parison with the smaller Pd valence charges in the pyramid
systems discussed below.

As mentioned previously, the topmost Pd atom of the
pyramid is in a direct contact with the center tungsten atom
of the third layer. The Pd-W bond length is 1.82 Å without
relaxation. After geometry optimization, this tip Pd atom
moves outwards stretching the short Pd-W interatomic dis-
tance to �2.44 Å, which is still much shorter than the bond
length of Pd-Pd �2.75 Å� and W-W �2.74 Å� in bulk sys-
tems. In spite of the slightly enhanced interatomic distances
of �2.90 Å between the tip atom and the three Pd atoms in
the second layer, this short Pd-W bond length indicates a
relatively strong bonding, which gives rise to the high bind-
ing energy as discussed previously. On the other hand, the
topmost Pd atom contacts only one W atom in the pyramid
system rather than three W in the monolayer system. As
shown in Fig. 2�c�, the less contact with the sublayer W
results in a much higher peak energy of �−1.6 eV with a
longer unoccupied tail above Ef relative to those in the
monolayer system �Fig. 2�b��. Therefore the charge transfer
from W to the topmost Pd atom is significantly reduced,
leading to a less valence charge of 8.85e in comparison with
the higher valence charge of 8.91e in the monolayer case.

The obtained tip state �Fig. 2�c�� localizes not only in the
energy domain but also in the real space domain. Figures
3�a� and 3�b� depict the charge contour of the states near Ef
�0�−0.4 eV�, and the tip states within −1.4�−1.8 eV of
SAT �Fig. 2�c��, respectively. The charge contour of the itin-
erant states around Ef shapes into a more or less two-
dimensional sheet over the pyramid. In contrast, as can be
clearly seen in the figure, the charge densities of the tip states
are mainly localized at the tip Pd atom forming the localized
peak. Similar behaviors were also reported in the ab initio
calculations of Al�100� pyramid structure by Gohda et al.8

Most likely this dimension-reduction-induced band localiza-
tion at the tip atom of the pyramid structure is a generic
phenomenon. The narrow localized band with a high inten-
sity would have important implication for the STS measure-
ments using atomically sharp metal tips.

From our FIM studies, the pyramids typically have seven
to ten atomic layers. To examine whether or not the 6�6
pyramid used in the calculations is large enough for giving a
correct, at least qualitatively, description on the larger realis-
tic pyramid observed in experiments, we performed calcula-
tions on an even smaller 4�4 pyramid with only three layers
therein. This is indeed a very strict test on the size effect in
this system since all the phenomena presented previously for
the 6�6 pyramid would be strongly altered if the size effect
is important. Figure 4�a� shows the projected DOS of the tip
Pd atom of the 4�4 and 6�6 SATs. It can be clearly seen
that the overall band shapes and peak energies of the two
pyramids agree well with each other. There is also a local-
ized tip band around 1.8 eV below Ef with the bandwidth of
�1.5 eV in 4�4 SAT. The peak energy of the 4�4 SAT is
only �0.2 eV lower than that of the 6�6 SAT. Further-
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FIG. 2. The origin of the tip states in the Pd-covered single-
atom tip. �a� DOS of bulk Pd. �b� DOS of monolayer Pd/W�111�. �c�
DOS of the tip Pd atom of SAT. The integrated valence charge of
monolayer and SAT systems are also indicated in the brackets.
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more, the conclusion that the tip state of the 4�4 pyramid is
similar to the 6�6 counterpart remains correct for pyramids
covered with different noble-metal monolayers such as Pt,
Rh, and Ir as show in Figs. 4�b�–4�d�, respectively. Conse-
quently, one can conclude that the formation of the localized
tip states and the peak energy are actually local phenomena,
being related mainly to the topmost three layers of the pyra-
mid only, therefore a small size 4�4 pyramid can already
give a correct picture for the localized tip states.

As mentioned above, formation of the localized tip states
is a generic phenomenon originated from the reduced dimen-
sion of the pyramid structure. However different cover layers
do affect the projected DOS of different tip atoms. As shown
in Fig. 4�b�, the band shapes of Pt covered SATs are similar
to those of the Pd covered ones since both Pd and Pt belong
to the same family in the periodic table with similar band
dispersions in the bulk state. For both the Rh and Ir covered

cases �Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�, respectively�, the bandwidths are
much larger and the peak intensity are much lower than those
of the Pd and Pt ones. This is because of the relatively larger
orbital sizes and bandwidths as can be found in bulk Rh
��7.5 eV� and Ir ��8.5 eV�.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our calculations confirm the surprisingly high stability of
noble-metal covered W�111� single-atom pyramidal tips.
Very high binding energies of the topmost noble atom in the
pyramidal structure are obtained and the origin is related to
the direct contact of the topmost atom with the third layer
tungsten atom and the charge transfer. We have also system-
atically investigated the electronic structure of these tips. Re-
sults from pyramids with different sizes �4�4 and 6�6� and
different cover layers �Pd, Pt, Rh, and Ir� all reveal that the
localized tip band below Ef is a genetic phenomenon origi-
nated from the reduced dimension at the tip of the pyramidal
structure. The tip band localizes in both the real space and
the energy domain. The calculated spectral features of SATs
may provide foundation for future STS measurements with
STM.
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